GET CLOSER TO YOUR DATA

Improve navigation and streamline access to relative information, and increase end user acceptance of your ENOVIA® V6 environment with the V6R2013x Enhanced User Interface Package service offering. This offering consists of configurable and customizable extensions for ENOVIA Collaborative Business Process (CBP) applications that can be deployed together or independently of each other.

The V6R2013x Enhanced User Interface Package service offering reduces the time it takes to access data and the newly introduced UI functionality provides better user interaction with the system.
KEY BENEFITS

• This extension extends the ENOVIA CBP applications to allow for a better user experience
• Ability to view and manage ENOVIA objects within a graphical view
• Minimizes the number of clicks to get to relevant information
• Installs right on top of the OOTB ENOVIA CBP applications
• Packaged for easy deployment
• Components are configurable and customizable to your requirements

IMPROVE END USER ADOPTION OF ENOVIA

The V6R2013x Enhanced User Interface Package is a Dassault Systèmes Industry Services offering that contains extensions which enhance ENOVIA application features and can be easily deployed, configured and customized.

• Graphical Browser—This extension gives users the ability to display any ENOVIA V6 object structure in a graphical view. The extension comes with an EBOM graphical view; however the modularized architecture and APIs can be leveraged to accommodate other object structures such as Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) or Requirement Specification objects.

• Page Header—Users can view additional information on various ENOVIA objects right from the object’s header section, including direct visual awareness of open Issues, routes and changes. Links in the header allow users a quick and easy way to access more specific and detailed information on an object and also drag-and-drop a file to the object to check-in file.

PARTNER WITH DASSAULT SYSTÈMES INDUSTRY SERVICES

Dassault Systèmes Industry Services helps ensure that 3DS technology is successfully implemented to fit your unique business needs. Our collective knowledge of 3DS teams, partners, consultants and system integrators incorporates technology, industry best practices and methodologies that have been utilized in successful deployments across multiple business environments.

With over 15 years of deployment experience, Dassault Systèmes Industry Services acts as your catalyst to unleashing new capabilities and industry and business processes to achieve a better competitive advantage with 3DS technology. We help you define and launch projects on the right trajectory to hit targets for value, schedule, cost and performance.

Our service offerings:

• Consulting—take full advantage of 3DS technology
• Deployment—implement our technology efficiently
• Engineering—increase your efficiency and innovation
• Enablement—increase user adoption in your environment

No other group possesses our level of expertise and experience. Contact your 3DS representative today to learn more about how you can fully leverage the 3DEXPERIENCE® to meet your business objectives.

Our 3DEXPERIENCE® platform powers our brand applications, serving 12 industries, and provides a rich portfolio of industry solution experiences.

Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE® Company, provides business and people with virtual universes to imagine sustainable innovations. Its world-leading solutions transform the way products are designed, produced, and supported. Dassault Systèmes’ collaborative solutions foster social innovation, expanding possibilities for the virtual world to improve the real world. The group brings value to over 190,000 customers of all sizes in all industries in more than 140 countries. For more information, visit www.3ds.com.